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The "great question", as John Locke put it, is not whether there should be political power in the world, nor whence it came, but who should have it.  For domestic institutions, these three questions of normative political theory may well be separable and ordered.  However, the legitimacy of trans-state institutions can hardly be determined without keen regard for whether and why they should exist, and whence they arose. 
|	The characteristics and constraints of sovereign states have shaped the parameters for democratic answers to Locke's question.  Just domestic government must be accountable to the governed.  That is: the power to make laws and secure compliance should ultimately reside with citizens generally, securing coincidence of the affected and the electorate.  This general and equal distribution of political rights gives expression to the equal worth of all citizens, and is the best institutional arrangement in light of the effects both on popular will formation and for collective decision-making.  
	Theories of democracy have not only endorsed universal suffrage, but also justified more specific details.  The commonplaces include constitutionally specified procedures and constraints, including the division of legislative, executive and judicial powers; transparency; accountability of elected representatives to the electorate; and majority rule.
	The European Union is a new subject for theories of legitimacy, and poses fundamental challenges to the established concepts and principles of democratic theory.  The mere existence of the EU proves that the sovereign state cannot remain the sole focus of normative reflection.  Indeed, the very conception of sovereignty is at stake in current disputes about the proper scope and legal powers to be transferred to central European institutions, without divesting traditional member states of all powers (JACHTENFUCHS).  

I. Democratic Deficit?
	Formally, the "democratic deficit" of the EU may be taken to refer to "the gap between the powers transferred to the Community level and the control of the elected Parliament over them, a gap filled by national civil servants operating as European experts or as members of regulation and management committees, and to some extent by organized lobbies, mainly representing business" (WILLIAMS 1991, 162Williams, Shirley1991Sovereignty and Accountability in 4493).  Pivotal parts of the decisions of the EU are subject to neither watch nor control by the citizens of member states, neither directly nor by their representatives.  Furthermore, what control and accountability there is runs counter to received democratic theory.  
	The current Intergovernmental Conference realizes that the emerging political institutions at the European level require a new answer to Locke's question (NENTWICH).  Popular worries about a democratic deficit partly stem from the perennial fear of absolutism, which in earlier times gave rise to democratic checks on monarchs and emperors, and in turn to constitutional checks on majority rule.  The specters of unchecked, diffuse and dispersed power rear their heads again.  But these worries about a democratic deficit in the EU are not the exclusive concern of fearful philosophers.  General compliance and popular acceptance and respect for European law is at stake.   
	In addition to popular unrest, there are two further causes for modifying the European institutions which may entail reduced powers for small member states.  One central issue is whether and how to deepen the EU, vesting its institutions with further supra-national powers transferred from its member states.  Secondly, institution must be redesigned to prepare for a possible widening of the EU to include many new small states to the east.  The legislative powers of states are circumscribed in the union, yet they retain the power to act and block through qualified majority voting or unanimity requirements of unanimity.  The powers of existing and future member states must be specified in light of two conflicting threats.  Small states with effective political powers can threaten effective governance in some areas, contrary to the interests of a majority of the citizens of Europe.  But several small states may also promote actions contrary to the interests of the current, larger state members.
	To understand the present dilemmas the historical aims of the EU must be remembered.  Indeed, the question whence the Union raises important normative issues, Locke's claim notwithstanding:  The European institutions have been created by formally free and sovereign states, and this genesis is central for explaining and assessing the allocation of powers among the member states.   Securing peace and economic prosperity in a global economy have been paramount goals, coupled with the recognition by most governments that increased interdependence reduce the value and efficacy of formal state sovereignty.  
	The question of legitimate governance is raised anew, regarding the exercise of legal powers in Europe.  The legitimacy of such transnational institutions born by political integration has so far received some, but scant attention (HANSON).  The task of normative political theory is to offer concepts, arguments and criteria that further these debate, addressing problems of principle.
The peoples of Europe, weaned on democratic institutions at home, are alarmed by the transfer of powers out of their reach: "the notion that government must rest on the consent of the governed has become an article of political faith, a conviction that much contemporary political philosophy labours to secure" (FLATHMAN 1993, 528)Flathman, Richard E.1993Legitimacy4475.  Thus several responses consist in unsuccessful grafts of this issue onto traditional democratic theory.  
	Some have appealed exclusively to the pedigree of European institutions.  While processes of European integration defies easy classification, they basically transfer legislative, executive and judicial powers from the member states of the European Union to transnational institutions.  These institutions are the fruits of intra-governmental bargains among democratic states.  This genesis is sometimes said to suffice for their legitimacy.  The EU institutions enjoy powers willfully surrendered.  On the assumption that legitimacy transmits by consent, whatever democratic governments agree to, must be democratic and legitimate.  However, this approach fails (POGGE).  Consent is not, as a rule, legitimacy-preserving.  In particular, domestic government power is limited.  The authority to legislate, execute and adjudicate are limited and listed.  Notably, governments are not as a rule authorized to transfer these powers to others (GUSTAVSSON).  The powers entrusted to national governments are not for governments to give away.
	Nor can the question of criteria for just European governance be regarded as domestic democratic theory writ large.  European institutions are not designed to replace domestic nodes of governance, but instead turn Europe into a system of multi-level governance (JACHTENFUCHS).  The EU was introduced to enhance and complement domestic sovereignty in recognition of discrepancies between state borders, electorates, and the range of affected parties.  Thus any insights to be garnered from democratic theory would likely hark from theories of multi-level democracy and federalism (MIDGAARD, HANSON, VAN PARIJS, FOLLESDAL).  
	The democratic deficit may be permanent.  One must then ask whether European integration can find legitimate institutional expression at all.  Current tendencies in the Europeanisation of the nation-state suggest a Grotian or neo-Medievalist world order with overlapping loyalties (SCHMITTER).  We must ask whether non-democratic modes of government may be justified to the citizens of Europe.  In any case, the received conceptual grid of democratic theory cannot easily be brought to bear on this polity at the supra-state level.  It remains to be determined whether concepts such as the constitutional division of powers, transparency, accountability of representatives, and majority rule can play a role at all in assessing European institutions.  The role of democratic decision procedures and consent must be rethought, both for domestic and multi-level governance, to consider why and in what sense legitimate government must rest on consent of the governed.  A central issue must then be the proper scope of democratic decision procedures at the EU level.  

II.  EU Institutions
EU InstitutionsTo bring home the theoretical challenges for a democratic theory for Europe, a brief sketch of central institutions of the European Union is in order For further development of the topics of sections II and III see R. MALNES 1995, to which these remarks are indebted..  Power is distributed among four main bodies: the Council of Ministers, the European Parliament, the Commission, and the Court of the European Union.  At issue is the legitimacy of the existing distribution of authority and functions between these bodies.
	The Council of Ministers has legislative power, with the final word on legal matters.  It is intergovernmental, composed of representatives of the governments of all member states, and reaches its decisions by voting. 76 votes are distributed among countries according to size.  The Council actually consists of various councils, each of which represent specific domestic departments.  It determines the pace and course of further integration and generally acts as the "ultimate locus of ...  decisionmaking on all major issues" (WESSELS 1991, 133)Wessels, Wolfgang1991The EC Council the Community's De4489.  While the Treaty of Rome demanded unanimity for every decision, the Single European Act of 1987 opened the door to legislation by qualified majority (54 or more votes) on many issues.  
	The Council is a forum for inter-governmental bargaining and coalition making.  Every member state has considerable leeway in protecting national interests.  National governments can control decisions by veto or blocking minorities under qualified majority voting.  These mechanisms, coupled with its hitherto powerful role, ensure that the European Union falls short of a European federation.  However, the scope of qualified majority voting as well as the distribution of votes are on the agenda of the IGC, to prevent decision paralysis.
	The democratic deficit is illustrated by the position of the Council of Ministers and its mode of operation.  With the exception of Denmark and Austria, member states do not allow their national parliaments to exact commitments from ministers before Council meetings, consult them during sessions or hold them answerable afterwards.  
	Moreover, considerable secrecy surrounds its work.  Debates and voting take place behind closed doors, and no proceedings are available.  Even the political leadership of member states lack information about preparations for the Council's sessions.  The only "effective though not necessarily democratic watch mechanism is the network of well-informed lobbies" (WESSELS 1991, 150).  

	Direct elections of the members of the European Parliament were initiated in 1979.  Originally the Parliament had a marginal role, but from 1975, it has shared authority on budgetary appropriations with the Council of Ministers.  Nevertheless, its old right of "consultation" before the adoption of new legislation has been supplemented by rights to readings of certain kinds of law, as well as power to amend draft legislation.  Thus the power of the Parliament is ascending, even though it still does not have sovereign legislative competences.  The Maastricht Treaty empowers the Parliament to ask the Commission for legislative initiatives, thus increasing its role vis-a-vis the Council of Ministers (MANCINI 1991, 179Mancini, G. Frederico1991The making of the Constitution of 4492).  The concrete stakes are budgetary and legislative competences.  An enhanced role for the directly elected Parliament at the expense of the intergovernmental Council augments the federal components of the union.

	The Commission is the major source of legal and political initiative in the EU.  It has exclusive right of initiative regarding legislation, and its drafts of laws and regulations are the only basis for decisions in the Council.  It is also the guardian of the Treaty, ensuring that the provisions are  applied.  Due to its appointment and mixed powers, the Commission is perhaps that body of the EU which fits least easily with traditional democratic theory (MATLARY).
	The Commission has the appearance of a representative bureaucracy, numbering at least one national of every member states and two from the largest ones.  Nevertheless the commissioners are expected to act as professional civil servants, loyal only to the Union as custodians of the "European interest" (LUDLOW 1991, 122Ludlow, Peter1991The European Commission4491).  The Commission spearheaded major leaps forward in the European integration process, including the Maastricht Treaty of 1992 (SANDHOLTZ AND ZYSMAN 1989)Sandholtz, Wayne19891992 Recasting the European Barga4490.  

	The Court of Justice of the European Communities seeks to maintain the rule of law, and shall ensure uniform interpretation of Community law.  Its 15 judges and 9 advocates are appointed by common accord by the Member States for renewable terms of six years.  In federations and other non-unitary systems the jurisdictions of the central body and sub-units are carefully demarcated.  Not so for the EU, where the European Court of Justice has gradually eroded the jurisdiction of Member States through processes of Direct Effect, Supremacy and the enforcement of fundamental human rights (WEILER 1995)Weiler, J.H.H.1995Limits to growth?  On the law and 4672.
	The European Court will also be the arbiter of the Principle of Subsidiarity, which was introduced to limit the competence of central institutions.  The Principle of Subsidiarity, as elaborated at the meeting of the Council of Ministers in Lisbon in June 1992, says that "the Union shall only act to carry out those tasks which may be undertaken more effectively in common than by the members States acting separately".  Given contested and conflicting visions of the proper aims of the union, this principle is so far of little impact, but can be used in far-reaching ways to increase the scope of Community action.
	The cumulative effects of expanded Community jurisdiction are pervasive, so that today the European Court and national courts contest the material limits to Community jurisdiction.   These disputes may lead us to question whether the European Union indeed has a final legal order.

III.  Precepts of Democratic Theory
Precepts of Democratic Theory RevisitedA central normative issue is the legitimacy of the quasi-constitutional distribution of authority and functions between the main bodies of the EU.  Accountability and control over the political agenda may be strengthened by enhancing the power of the European Parliament or subjecting the Council to closer scrutiny by national parliaments.  At the same time, the power of directly elected bodies must be checked to secure individual rights and the rule of law.  However, such constitution-like constraints may stiffle the requisite political debate and will formation, and put undue restrictions on the political agenda - now a privilege of the Commission (BELLAMY AND CASTIGLIONE).
	A necessary precondition of legitimate and accountable government is that its structure is transparent to the citizens.  Thus the opacity of the present political system of the European Union raises immediate doubts about its legitimacy.  The poor reception of the Maastricht Treaty at the Danish and French plebiscites can partly be explained by its nearly incomprehensible text, which accurately reflect the decision making procedures.  Thus the Council of Ministers operates according to a perplexing set of procedures involving majority, unanimity, qualified majority and so forth -- as well as "co-decision" procedures specifying how authority is shared with the Parliament.  Such worries were well expressed by the American Anti-Federalists, who opposed the constitution of 1787 because vagueness and indeterminacy allows for unchecked abuse of power.  (MANIN 1994, 44-45Manin, Bernard1994Checks, Balances and Boundaries t4495).
	Accountability towards the citizens of Europe must be increased within more democratic European institutions.  Currently, citizens are ill equipped for well-informed assessment of their representatives, and citizens enjoy few formal mechanisms for withdrawing and replacing representatives.  Neither the European nor national Parliaments appoint commissioners or civil servants of "comitology".  The Parliament can only dismiss the entire Commission en bloc -- a threat so close to mutual destruction as to be politically futile.  
	Accountability is of course impossible when minutes are secret, and when voting rules are complex, as in the Council.  Only in Denmark and Austria is there even a semblance of indirect accountability, with national parliaments controlling national ministers.
	Majority rule is sometimes said to be central to the democratic ideal (DAHL 1989Dahl, Robert1989Democracy and its Critics4449, chs 10, 11).  Decisions which accrue the largest number of votes should prevail.  To be legitimate, majority rule must operate on the basis of informed public deliberation about the interests and alternatives available, as well as information about the candidates' performance and promises.  These procedures thus allows well-founded preference aggregation among citizens.  Furthermore, will formation is also fostered.  Public deliberation allows for the development of solidarity, a shared understanding of political culture, as well as a recognition that under majority rule among a fixed set of individuals, most members can expect to be in the majority most of the time.  
	Such assumptions are less plausible at the European level.  Conceptions of the good life and preferences generally diverge even more broadly across state borders than within them.  In addition to the opacity of EU institutions, the lack of a European public space and European political parties reduce the informational bases and range of choices.  Segments of citizens, for instance those of small states harbor reasonable fears of becoming permanent minorities under majority rule.  In addition, the proper role of states is increasingly brought to the fore in debates about majoritarian voting systems:  should decisions secure the equal influence of citizens, or of states?  

	The European institutions must respond to the dual challenges of democratic deficit and efficiency, with increased stress due to the prospects of further enlargement.  To be sure, there is more to legitimacy that political participation and just rule.  Efficiency is also required, since a paralysis -- democratically induced or otherwise -- hardly commands respect and compliance.  The reallocation of powers, increased accountability and adjusted voting procedures must thus both secure citizens' participation, and secure joint decisions where such are appropriate.   Some hold that a major impediment to the smooth working of the EU is the current power of national governments.  The slowest participant determines the speed of the convoy.  However, as long as the goals of the European Union are unclear or contested, it is impossible to determine whether the blocking ability of member states prevents or promotes the proper working of the union. 

	The project of European integration may be only the latest fain attempt at embodying the ancient ideals of democratic rule in polities far from the Greek polis.  John Dunn (1993Dunn, 1993Western political theory in the fa4498, 29) points to the paradox that "we have all become democrats in theory at just that stage of history at which it has become virtually impossible for us in practice to organize our social life in a democratic fashion any longer".  But the democratic deficit of the European Union need not herald tragic choices among incompatible values.  For the issue of designing political institutions of Europe, it is simply too early to tell. 	Creative and politically astute research and negotiations may increase the range of institutional alternatives.  And careful and well-informed deliberations in normative political theory must be brought to bear on the range of alternatives.  The present volume contributes to this important task.  
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